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Russia's military has been both victim and agent of the revolutionary changes that have swept 

the lands of Muscovy since 1988. Though wreaked by dynamie.s that defied control, it has 
emerged as perhaps the inost important arbiter of (still uncertain) societal-cohesion, and 
purpose. To appreciate the complex interplay of often contradictory nationalist, ethnic-
separatist, socio-economic and other dynamics that shaped the years from withdrawal from 
Empire to Boris Yeltsin's (second) coup in September 1993 and beyond, the topic must per 
force be sub-divided into period and thematic sub-sections. The analysis looks first at the 
forces and events that led to the failed coup of August 1991, and Yeltsin's suecessIbl 
usurpation of power shortly thereafter. This is followed by a thematic overview of the 
economic dynanaics (budetary collapse, conversion and arrns trade imperatives) that span 
these and later events. Finally, the analysis turns to the milestones that shaped the 1993 
emergence of a new, far smaller, but again ambitious Great Russian Army—once again 
accepted as Russia's revolutionary arbiter, but now free of the social compact that had bound 
it through previous eras of Russian history. 

Military transformation as weather-vane for the turmoil that swept through and changed the 
lands of Rus from 1938 to 1993 is uniquely appropriate. Since  Peler  the Great, under Tsars 
and Commissars, the Army was integrated into a larger, composite leadership. _Its officers 
served on the highest councils of State, and Party. It participated in policy formulation, and 
frequently also implementation, in economic, social and other realms.  lis  stewardship of the 
Orthodox Church under Peter, its "school of the nation" role and purpose, and the fact that it 
was called on to provide leadership for Michail Gorbachev's attempt to generate civilian high 
tech industries, are symptomatic. Conversely, civilian state and Party leaders served on 
military councils, affecting, and in turn being affected by military decision-making, concerns 
and ethos.' 

In other words, the Army was always part of and never apart from the nation's leadership; 
the concept of military coup Or regime v..ias* alien 10 its culture and tradition. Russian history 
resounds to the memory of peasant rebellions against the established order, to names like 
Stenka Razin and Emelian Pugachev. Yet the Army, as an institution, always remained loyal. 

An earlier version, covering 1988-92, appears in Euro lean Security, no 4 (Winter) 19U3. This extensively revised alai expanded nutting:rill-
-see especially economic and final 119931 sections—received grants from Canada's Deparlinent uf Poreign Affairs and lmernational Tnale's 
Cooperative Security. Competition and Professional Partnerships Programs; their min ion is gratefully ackitowledged. 
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There were mutinies, notably the 1825 Decembrist (Guards) revolt against the accession of 
Nicholas 1; the Petrograd garrison's defection in 1917; and the Kronstadt (Fleet)  revoit of 
1921, which, as Lenin said, "lit up reality better than anything else", and led to Lenin's New 
Economic Policy. Yet the changes they wrought reflected the larger dynamics of which they 
were part, not the nature of their metier—they were societal agents, not military. 

Nevertheless, history reminds us that notions of role and duty are not always synonymous 
with status quo;  they may also serve forces of societal change. The Army as a whole has 
never truly led such forces of change. But it has in the past signalled the death of the old 
order, as when Marshal Alexsey Brusilov and many of the Tsar's finest officers "stood 
down" in 1917, and it has been decisive in defining the new, as when these officers rallied to 
the Red Army after the Polish invasion, in 1920. 2  

In August 1991, also, the Anny effectively "stood down", thwarting the coup plotters' 
attempt to revive the old order. The voices of Russian President Boris Yeltsin at the Russian 
Parliament, Vice President Alexander Rutskoi on Moscow's Ekho radio, and Mayor Anatoly 
Sobchak in Leningrad signalled societal change. But it was the physical intervention of some 
of the arrned forces' premier units that protected, and thus confirmed change. 

By Summer 1992, and even more pronouncedly in September 1993, when Yeltsin suspended 
legislature and constitution and declared personal rule, the Army had also become 
instrumental in defining the evolution and nature of that  change.  To understand the winds of 
change, the cnicible of revolution, and the nature of the new, emerging order, however, one 
must first go back to 1988. 

1Yom Revolution Controlled to Revolution Unleashed  

Elected General Secretary in 1985, Michail Gorbachev hoisted the banner of Revolution 
Controlled. His election signalled acceptance of the thesis first put forward by Michail 
Suslov, the Party's old ideologue, in 1977, that there was now dangerous contradiction 
between a fossilized Party-rule superstructure and a much better educated, more sophisticated 
population base; the former must be reformed, to reflect the demands and aspirations of the 
latter. Gorbachev embraced Nikita Khrushchev's failed slogans of "Return of Socialist 
Legality..and Leninist Norms", and re-packaged them in calls for Glasnost (openness) and 
Perestroika (re-building). His goal was that of Czechoslovalcia's Alexander Dubcek, crushed 
by Soviet tanks in 1968: Communism with a Human Face--or Social Democracy.' 

The socio-economic attempt to rebuild was four-pronged.' There were campaigns against 
corruption and alcoholism (the initial focus also of fonner General Secretary Juri Andropov's 
reforna agenda, before his untimely death in 1983). There was a significant freeing of central 
controls and increased acceptance of independent entrepreneurship, at least in the services 
and small business sectors. Administrative and production facilities seen to be inefficient 
were reorganized—though, as with Khrushchev's similar efforts, the new constructs often 
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addressed symptoms rather that the disease, and usually had little effect. Finally, resources 
were funnelled to "industries of the future", in a conscious, and military-supported attempt to 
build a civilian high-tech industry to complement and synergistically interact with the hard-
pressed advanced branches of military industry. 

Military support for this effort, for Gorbachev's across-the-board arms control and reductions 
campaign to end the confrontational nature of East-West relations and secure Western trade, 
aid and investment opportunities, and for withdrawal from foreign involvements--in 
Afghanistan, Mongolia and Eastern Europe—, derived from two doctrinal revolutions. 

The first, confirmed by Leonid Brezhnev's Tula Speech and the emergence of Marshal 
Nikolai Ogarkov as Chief of the General Staff in 1977, relegated nuclear arms to the role of 
ultimate deterrent, and focused future efforts on the combined operations potentials of new 
conventional and other more revolutionary  technologies (laser, high energy particle beam, 
etc.) that promised nuclear effect, but with far more precision, and far less collateral 
damage. Nuclear threat spectres were in effect said to have been check-mated; the focus was 
switched to other threats that might be relevant in the 21st Century. Ironically, the Gulf War 
in early 1991, with its "smart" weaponry, which some saw as victory over Soviet arms, was 
victory only over largely obsolescent Soviet artns, and, in fact, validation of Ogarkov's 
charter for the future. 

The second doctrinal revolution, more intimately associated with Gorbachev's name, was that 
calling for only "sufficient defence'', "defensive defence'', and acceptance of "mutual 
security"; the old zero-sum view that insecurity for one meant security for the other  vas 

 now seen as dangerous delusion—prescription for arms race, and war. The doctrine first 
emerged indirectly, in an article (co-authored by Andrey Kokoshin, Moscol,v's foremost 
civilian strategist) re-evaluating the Eiattle of Kursk, the largest tank battle of World War 2. 
It gave artillery barrages the primary credit for victory--though tankisti were credited for the 
pace and extent of later German withdrawals. 

The article was seminal. It struck at the core thesis of Soviet nuclear and non-nuclear 
doctrine since the war: that good defence rests on readiness to preempt offensively. The 
doctrine now developed owed its intellectual roots to Western conflict theorists shunned by 
their own governments, notably Anatol Rappoport, to SIPRI (the Stockholm International 
Peace Research Institute) and the Report of the Palme Commission (chaired by former 
Swedish Prime Minister Oluf Palme). It was also a logical extension of Ogarkov's doctrine. 
To his premise of nuclear stalemate and new, high-technology  future needs--an expensive 
recipe, as the latter costs far more than the former—, it brought particular attention to the 
theoretically unlimited range of new defence technologies, and a dimension of time luxury 
that was absent from Ogarkov. 

The changes were crucial. Ogarkov may have identified the technological requirements of 
future wars, but the continuing irrunediacy of his threat spectre allowed no question of 
Moscow's oldest dogma—that maximum in-place force must be deployed along the periphery 
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of empire. This was dictated by the constraint of abysmal communication and transportation 
infrastructures, vitiating prospects for reinforcement. In the context of 1000-year ethnocentric 
memories of periphery war, this always translated into larger armed forces' structures than 
might otherwise have been necessary. Thus also in Eastern Europe: "bought with the blood 
of 20 million", the perceived need for hegemony echoed the names of Hitler, the Kaiser, 
Napoleon, and Charles, and the fact that east of the Tatras, the land runs flat to Moscow; . the 
visceral nature of the demand was reflected also in the fact that the "Iron Curtain?' was a 
near-replica of a line first drawn on the map by Catherine the Great, as the line east of which 
Moscow could afford no hostile dominion. 

The new doctrine negated the premise that underlay periphery force deployments, in Tsarist 
and Soviet days, and that made maximum buffer extensions a strategic necessity, whatever 
the cost. It established the military rationale for withdrawals, and for substantive reductions 
not only in the nuclear arsenal, but also, and more importantly, in conventional force 
numbers—by far the costliest part of the defence establishment. It ipso facto thus also 
provided leeway for continued funding of high-tech aspirations even in the context of 
significantly declining overall defence budgets. 

Withdrawal and Contraction; change unleashed. Gorbachev's December 1988 UN Speech 
announcing unilateral Soviet army manpower cuts of 500,000, was followed, in 1989, by 
withdrawal from Afghanistan, the announcement that the Soviet defence budget would be cut 
by 14%, and withdrawal of Soviet support for East European client regimes—their deathIcnell. 
Negotiations on total troop withdrawal schedules were begun that year with Gerrnany, 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Mongolia. 

The scale and pace of subsequent withdrawal rates 1,vas wrenching; the revolution wrought 
imposed its own dynamic and momentum--its imPact was, in fact, eerily reminiscent of that 
of the Petrograd Soviet's 14 March 1917 Order Number One. The Soviet contingent in 
Afghanistan, withdrawn by February 1989, totalled about 115,000. The 73,500 troops in 
Czechoslovakia and 65,000 in Hungary, plus 50,000 from Mongolia, and some of the 50,000 
in Poland and 350,000 in Germany were out by 1991. The withdrawal from Poland was 
completed in 1992 (except for 2000, to facilitate troop transports from Germany). That from 
Germany was scheduled for 1994 completion. 

The return of nearly 700,000 (Army and Air Force, with weapons, logistics and all base 
removables) 5 , most of whom could not be absorbed by a now contracting force structure, 
1,vas wrenching for morale and discipline. 36,000 homes would be paid with German 
financing, but most returnees were condemned to grossly inadequate and crowded housing, 
or tent cities. There were already 175,000 military families without proper living conditions 
before the withdrawals from Czechoslovakia and Hungary began; with these withdrawals and 
others, from Poland and Germany, the number swelled to 275,000. 6  And housing was not 
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the only prohleurL As many-as a quarter Of a million children.also «returned, to alr.eady-
bursting class sizes: 

The returnees also ...exacerbated the separatist and inter-ethnic dynan-tics unleashed by 
withdrawal fron-i Empire and the concomitant introduction  Of more..democratic structures and 
procedures Thus many settled in the Baltic Republics, and lçaliningrad--sorne because their 
roots were there; Others because of better- housing and quality of  lite  prospects. Theintlux.  of 
Russian military retirees added fuel to•the forces of exclusive nationalism and separatism, 
Thee, .again, inflamed RU8Sian riationaJisni, and Russians' very different cOnceptà ,of 
historical, rights..i  

Glasnost filled in the "white spots' of Stalinist and later history, from Red Army atrocities 
when re-absOrbing the:Baltic stateS after,the Na zi -Sov let pactof 1939, tO rnoreyetent 
brutalities of haz, ,ing and. racial discrimination and worsef(one report attributed 	or moSt of 
6-10,000 militar death's frbin "suspicious eireumstances' between 19 85.« and .1990 to this 
declovshinn). In the new context of political tolerance, dissidence was nurtured, and spread._ 
Conscription intakeS felI, ps separatists in the Balties >  Georgia and elsewhere openly urged 
defiance.' 

Local crack-down attempts, in Tbilisi in April 1989 and Baku in January. 1990 served,only to 
inflame  local  passions. The deaths;of Tbilisi became the harmer that brOu2ht V. 
Garnsakhurdia to-the Presidency-- vhere.the former dissident andShakespearescholai - 

e 	
transformed hinriself into dictator, and  racist; when driven'frorn office, though,  lie 

 acknowledged no irony invelfeetively allying himself with:the very hiporitieS whose 'rights he 
had suppressed l-liS chameleon-like prOclivities, and cavalier attitades towards civil rights > 

 proved not un-representative of the emerging class of "ciciriocratie politicians, especially 
those  nov„.. enwrzing in the former Baltic republics (see beIow)›  

Tbilisi *as also symptomatic of the counter-trend. The commander in  charge  of the crack-
down, Colonel-General igor - Rodionov,  an  /Afghan war veteran, Vilified by detnocrats, was 
liOnized by àepc ates of re-imposed discipline—by force if and when necessary. The  :former, 
led by reserve officer Vladimir Lopatin, sectired Significant representation in the first - elected 
Supreme Soviet, or .parliament, tint so did those ridnig the backlash against anarchy and 
dissolution,  notably Colonels Ailanis and Petrushenko, the "Black Colonels”, The latter 
achieved notoriety for a November 1990 ultimatum to Gorbachev, deniancling his resignation 
if hig refOrtn .S conld not bemade to work within 30 days, The two demanded a "Committee 
of National Salvation". 9  

Reaction against separatism also spawnedlhe re-establiShment-of CosSack "Herdesu, 
purportedly' independent, but with clear ties to Russian nationalist fOrces, within and without 
the military, and three new IvliniStrY of the - Interior 'Special Forces type internal security' 
forrnatioris t°  The premier of these we the Onion. The initial organization of Omon, in 
particular, appears to have been soniewhat haphazard. Its emergence represented the 
tcbnfluenee of two phenomena; now-unemployed ex-Army Paratroop and Special Forces • 



officers and soldiers unable to integrate.into the civilian economy and seeking g new role fOr 
whiCh their expertise might still beireleVant, and MosCOW's increasing concern  as  to the 
ramifications of lost social control. But  with regard to the !crack-downs of December 190- 
January 1,991, there remains uncertainty as to .Whether'the ilOg wagged the tail, or vice :versa.  

Thé culininatiOn  of tbat craCk-dOwn, in Vilnius, Lithuania, in January 1991  [rime  people 
died' is variously ascribed. The newly emerged independent military union Shchit (Shield)., 
claimed that Colonel  General Vladislav Achalov, forrner Commander of the AirtOrrie'ASsauIt 
Forces and now EFeputy Minister of Defénee,, was the "officer in charge'', and that "the 
"President Must have kriàwn  about the  planned aetion 11 . 11  A highly resPeOed WeStern 
specialist arrived at a different conclusion: he saw the Vilnius 'Oinon detachment at the time 
as ;  in effect, a Freikorp, cornPosed of Fuss ian ex-paratroopers from the region; he noted 
that the Landsbergis government had recently permitted former'Lithuanian Nazi divisions to 
enact -renniOns in the capital: to chauvinist Russians, Who remeinbered alscF Landsbereis' 
,father.,'s welcome to German troops in 1941, thi,s was provocation beyond endurance. 12 ' 

In any-case: in December 1990 Colonel-General Boris Grotnov, Hero of the Soviet Union 
(and of Moscow's withdrawal from Kabul), and Commander of the Kievan Militaty District, 
accepted appoinnnent as Deputy Minister of the rnterior, with the mandate to reign in and/or 
(re)organize..ekisting Ornori - and.like unitS„ and expand these_into, a national network of 
special forces security troops. He resigned his commission in January 1991 to  take up his 
new dnties, apparently foregoing Army leadership prospects and a,Marshars baton  for  a 
policeman 's job--the last wish of-any soldier, When asked why, he answered simply'', 'fear of 
the Afghanization of Soviet society; what did he mean?: "Grazhdanskaya Voina''(Civil 
War!).' 3  It was à measure of profOund concern. 

Military_refôrrEL dèmocracy and reaCtionte atternpted *lee.  The armed fôrces, as also 
the KGB2-and  as apy .arTny - or security organization would 	were leery of those who 
advocated decnocracy within its rank's, support for:military trade unions: andior for 
independent Republic/new state force structures.' Those most insistent on such themes, 
stich as:Lopatin, and General Éonstantin Kobets  of the General Staff, Were enconraged to 
•fincl new homes. Lopatin became Russian President Yeitsin's chief military advisor, Kobets 
hi  s mdefence minister in waiting'. 

The Army Was not wedded, to establishment ideoloy, though (in 199 0) 75% of Officers were 
Parry members, and another 15% were members,e the KomscFriaol, the Party's 'youth" 
wing. To mot,  the Party had symbolized patriotism. When the Party 'recommended' 
abrogation Of  article 6 of the ConStinition, v,ihich had given it its monopoly on power, in 
February 1990, the Army was conter to embrace successor symbols; 1990 saw military 
parades again blessed by orthodox priests. The staff and role Of the Military Political 
Administration, the Army's ''polnicaln arm, was cut by an initial 25% (18 high-ranking 
officers weie cashiered fOr corruption and incompetence), 



The Army would not fight for counter-productive ideological .haggage. But it would fight for 
its.mempries, and sensedf patrioti -Sm. The charge that Marshal Gedrgi Zhukov had risen 
through the ranks in the 1930.s 'on the boélies of people he - had denounced" was, perhaps„ the 
last str:aw. The Army rallied around the Karen Rash manifeSlo: 

"the  military should feel they are the background and sacred institution of a thousand 
years (of) statehood... At the turning points in history, the tnilitary proved the pain, 
real hope of the people and frequently fulfilled assignments that at first glance 
appeared inappropriate... Thus Peter I ordered in 1722 that.the military mn die 
Orthodox Church._ Zhukov is the 'embodiment of the So/dier as Russian Patrict''' 15  

The Army accepted the rieed for change, and,, in particular, the rieed to adjust to new fiscal 
realities (see. below), but it preferred managed change, and it preferred 'centrist" change. 
Early reform TocUsed on two:dcFmains. 

Thé first concerned:the «character of tomorrôw's army, and whether to retain eonscription, or 
embrace, rather, the concept of a purely voluntary "professional' force. Proponents for the 
former tai  oured the British or American example; theY found prOminent advocates,`frôm 
both military and civilian relics. Le' Opponents referred to Russia's traditional "school of the 
nation' concepts, and French  philosopher Jean  Jacques Rousseau'  s reported .,adraoriishrfient: 
"diose who rely on mercenaries deserve to be slaves'', they echoed the arguments of the 

,SwediSh reforriers who pioneered- the,:éotiscriPtion route in reaction to  the rogue armieS of 
their day--to .ensure social representativeness, and, thus;  the)  thought, societal control«. The' 
argued that the-cOst of à purely professional army vvould be  prohibitive,  and that its vaunted 
advantages \vere in any case illusory ., they. pointed to the professionalism  of  conscript armies , 

 (With contract cores) such as -those of Germany, NOrWay or  Switzerland. 

The end:result (crystallized after the failed coup of August 1991) was à  compromise, 
weighted toward the latter models. Conscription would be retained, to safeguard mobilization 
prospects,  but the percentage.of the cohort that was actually called up would be limited; 
initially, a's in Poland, to 25%. Conscription  would he 'cut, to 18 Months (24 Tor Naval 
service), with liberal alternative service and amnesty provisions: The professional 'ore, 

 serving on 3-5 year coniraas (after Suceessful graduationftorn a 6-month military sehool), 
would be expanded to a peacetime norm  of 75  \villain 5-7 years—though this-aspiration was 
finance-dependent; the initie target  of the Russian Defence MirdStry established early 1992 
WRS  50% , 

The formula promised heretofore unknown Russian ethnic homogeneity (This was already 
emerging, de facto:  1991 draft fait-Mr/lent ranged from 1005. in the RSÉSR, Belonissia and 
Azerbaidzhan to 12.3% in Lithuania arid 8..2% in Georgia; the proportion of native Russian 
speakers had already risen from a low of 42% «in 1989  tu 66.5% in 1990). 1  It also 
promised a healthier, More selectiVely 'recruited ArmY. 19  

The second initial reform domain conocrned,electoral accountability. Former Seéretary 
General Leo  nid Brezhnev's governmental formula of job stability and allowing,each 



functional branch of society maximum authority kits domain, :  a reactiOn to Khrushchev's 
constant reOrganization and personnel turn-over coritributed'directly to the OsSification, 
stagnation and corruption"thar ultimately doomed the regime, Its effect-on the military may 
not,have been as dire, because. external 'challengeS strelt as AighaniStan) forced constant re-
evaluations, and because newly established civilian think tanks, notably the Academy  of 

 Sciences Institute for the USA and Canada (founded in 1967), 'providetLalternative sources 
for security analysis and threat evaluation. Nevertheless., the General Staff crucially-acted as 
de facto  Secretariat to the supreme Defence Council (Chaired by the Secretary General of the 
Party), and thuS did to a large extent control the 'agenda and presentation of issues. 

1989 saw the establishment-of Other.actors with formal rights of input: a new Department of 
Arms Control and ,National Security within qie. Party Central Cornmittee (headed by General 
AleXander Storodubov, of the GRU, it,drew its. staff from Defence, Foreign Affairs and the 
Academy of Sciences) d  new atn-is contrôl,..çlisarmament and national security planning 1?ody 

.a> 	within the,Ministry of Foreign Affairs (headed by Victor Karpov); and an expanding 
Committee 9f Soviet  Scientists for Peace., now renamed the Corn/flitted  of Soviet  Scientists 
for GlobalSeCurity (co-chaired by Andrey Kokoshin, Deputy Director of the Institute for the 
USA and Çanada, and Director„of the Soviet_ committe2, for the Monitoring of Unilateral 

,Arrns.ReduCtions). Defence Council Membership, previously restricted to the Secretary 
Gerrerai  and Commander in Chief), the two or three Party ,Secretilries and Politburo 
'members .Withirnmediate.responsibilities in.defericm'elated fields and the Minister of 
Defence., the'cuief of the General Staff and the Chairman Of the KGB, now swelled cloSe to 

it waS given a civilian Secretariat, which .réceived input from all of the above. It was in 
.effect .being transformed into something akin to Washington's National Security Council. n  

Other 1989-90 changes also evoked the tis model. The newly elected SupretneSoviet. 
appciirited a_Cornrriittee  on  Defence and 'State .Sectirity, With Subcommittees:on Deferice .and 
Armed -Services, Defencelndustry, and State Security. With . help from an experts group. 
draviin largely from 	 the former  undei- jts chairman,Evgenii VeliktroV, 
established procedures  for  annual presentation and vetting of defence budgets and ,policy. In  
late Summer 1989 it autho.rize rd Kbkoshiri.to riegOtiate an agreement With Les Aspin, then 
chairman of the House Armed Services Committee. in Washington, that would see each body 
invite the other side to respond tp the threarspectre presenteclin their defence .,miniStries' 
annual 'posture statements', 2 ' 

Gorbachev% new SuPrerne Soviet baSed Presidency alscF established an American-style Chief 
of  staff position; Vladimir Lukin was appointed Chief of the Scientific .and Analytical Staff 
of the 'Officebi the-Chairman of the SuPrerne Soviet. Lain, a former colleague'bf KOkoshin 
at the Institute for the USA and Canada 7  had transferred to the Foreign Ministry under 
Eduard Schevardnadze, serving first as deputy director  of ils  Far  East divson, and  then as 
director of long-range planning .  However, the originally envisioned nature of his new 
position feil victitri to Gorbachev's move to a seif-sustaining, P'residency with a larger 
Presidential Council of senior advisors. This, in turn, ›  was transformed in November 1990 
into a 'super-cabinet' Council  of the  Federation, tirade up of the.SoViet President fits 



Chairman), Republic Presidents, and the Chairmen of. the Supreme Soviet and its two 
chamberi Lukii-4 in the meantime, Was elected to  the ne  Russian ParHarried,  in  April 
1990. He became Chairman of its Foreign Affairs Committee, with primary responsibility for 
Russia's negotiations with other RepUblics--the atterriPt to weave,a new foundation for the 
confederation of . the future 

The 1989,90 elections of separatist movements and governments in a number of Republics, 
from the Balties to Georgia,. reflected the aCcelerating dynamic, of galloping, exclusive and -
centrifugal nationalisms, riding the crest of socio-economic alienation, and testing and 
challenging the declining. authority Of the centre, They doomed Gorbachev's vision of a, 
social democratic successor federation,,and dictated the much more decentralized essence of 
his final effort:to engineer a looser ccirifederacy of states, with central authbrity restricted to 
security, fiscal and foreign policies. 

Public corieern was rhanifest, and rising, Tatyana Zaslavskaya's All-Union  Centre. for  the 
Study of Public Opinion on Socip-Economic Questions  found that three quarters of 
respéridentS wanted 'firm order in the country, stability and confidence in the  future" 
(thoughlhere was .no, apparent consensus on how these motherhood and apple pie  aspirations  
Should be irnplernented); 10 percent wanted returh to the Stalinistsystem. Calls-for "stability 
of laws.. continuity of  obligations and  protection against crime .and social disturbance'', and 
admonitions that such is equally crucial "in a Market economy', prOliferated-. 23  In January 
1991, Izvestia concluded: "An increasing,number of people can be prompted to think-that a 
firm hand is the only Way ..to firm Order' . 2'1  

The conservative, and chauVinist momentum 'as  reflected  in  the  establishment  of a second 
'independent' tnilitary Union, the Russian Arm.s Union, rhjd advocated'a "sovereign, 
democratic.Russia with a strong.RUssian(!) executive:2-5  But the preference and sentiment 
of the military leadership, 'accustomed to equating Russian and Soviet interests, were most 
graphically displayed in May interviews  with Oleg Baldaneiv, First Deputy Chairman of the 
Defence Council, and Radionov, now Commander of the General Staff Acadeiny, and in a 
hard-line fuly inanifesto, » A Word to the<People", signed-by . érietal V. Varennikov 
(Commander in Chief of >Soviet Ground Forces), Gromov and others.'' 

They attacked thcbse 'who do not love their country"; the state [is] "sinking into non- 
existence„ Our homeis..already burrihiglo the ground.. [We will nog allow a fratricidal war 
or  the destruction  of the Fatherland'. Baklanov emphasized that 'enormous organizational 
experience hns been accutriulated in the armed forces and defence industry of which society 
can take  ad' arita2en; "[The) have] dernonstrated'ability to créate..an entire'ectinorny [and 

 have] much neater organizational experience than..newly appointed politicians who are 
incapable  of  ensuring eVeri garbage:collection on the streets of .Moséow, cahriét feed or 
clothe the population, or plan a city management strategy'. Radionov maintained: "bespite 
the.. ariti-arrriy uproar, the arri-iy remains the,people's fivourite„ [They] have develgped a 
certain scepticism towards many structures, but not toward the army'', 
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The August coup plotters had reason for confidence ;  the  Army appeared to have expressed 
its  support Gromov's signature to the July manifesto preSumably gave -confiderKe to his 
Minister, Boris Pugo, a central member of Emergency Committee .(he later committed 
suicide). AchaloV, the Deputy Defence Minister charged with combatting public disturbance, 
and thus defence liaison W ith G 1-01110 V, may or may not have been responsible for the earlier 
Vilnius crack-down (see above). But  as Commander  of Airborne  Forces,  his previous, poSt, 
he had orchestrated a pre-November Revolution Day exercise in Moscow that appeared 
designed to show his troops> readiness to answer:a call'tù 'duty"; his Minister, Dinitrii 
Yazov, ancither Committee Meinber, must have felt' equally assured .  

Yet", their assurance was misplaced. The Afghantsy, cruCially, did not go aIong.' When his 
Minister joined the August plotters, surely assuming, activation of Gromov's special forces 
security troop, netwôrk, Grérhov eve the-ccintrary  signal of no signal--this was not  the  
eniergency for which  h. 	prepared; the Moscow Ornon organized the defence of the 
'White House'',  the  Russian Parliament, and YeItsin. General of the Army Pavel Grachev, 
Achalov% successor as AirborneAssault:commander, had been Gromov's First Deputy. in 
Afghanistan, witti Groinpv 'he had sndcessfully ordliétrated the last large -Scale operation of 
the war— breaking the siege of khost - ; like Grornov, he was awarded Hero of the Soviet 
Union. Nove hé jOined Colonel  General 'Evgenii - Shaposhnikov, the Ait Force COmmander - in-
Chief who threatened to bomb the  Kremlin  if the putchists did not surrender. The 
Commander of the KGIEVs elite Alpha assault unit (Geber'al lÇarptikhin, .another Afghan 
veteran) also refused the call, as.did the Vitebsk KGB airborne division•'. 

They were not  .the-  most senior refusniks; those were General Yuri Maxirnov, Commander-
ip- Chief Of the.Strategic.Rocket TroopS, Admiral Vladimir Chernavin,  Commander-in-Chief 
of the Navy, and General Vladimir Lobov, the former Warsaw Paét Commander,. who  was 

 to beconie Chiefof the General Staff. Others effectively .stood down, notably Chief of tue 
General Staff, General Michail  Moi seev,, whose promotion by Gorbachev to Defence 
Minister was  'rescinded by Yeltsin. Some arrny and na  vy tillitS answered the putchiSts' call, 
accePting,their claim ,to legitimacy. But  under the ciruxmsiances, none did or could take 
decisive action. The Afghntsy were the shock-troops, so to:speak, They decided the 
outcome. There is no doubt that Yeltsin. Sôbchak and others of the opposition would have. 
been arrested or worse -in short order. had they decided differently." 

The fascinating question is: w47 They had been prepared to answer a call by Gorbachev 
(Grbruov's ties to Gorbachev  cari  be traced to his  urne as COMmander of a Motor`Rifle 
Regiment,in the North èaucasus, 1975-78; Gorbachev was member of the-District Military 
CounCil). 3' yet they  were  not prepared to. deferid less certain legitimacy; they were not 
prepared to prop up a now widely discredited* ideology and largely de-Iezitimized system. 
They were conservative rather than liberal,:and contemptuous cif the apparent incompetence 
of rnany democratic pcbliticians. But they were ready to transfer their sense of patriotism to. 
another banner, that of Russia, The urgent, pleading, 'defiant and ultimately persuasive .voice 
of Russian Vice President Rutskoi (another member of the .Afghantsy brotherhood!), on 
radio Ekho, clearly had a bearing on events, 
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In the immediate aftermath of the failed coup the Afghantsy faded from publ:ic eye. The 
limelight waS on leadership cleansing. With the appointment of Shaposhnikov as Minister of 
Defence carne the stated intention to retire 80 percent ,of the officer corps. Lobov charted. 
"radiçal reform'--with the 'emphasis on united stmduire, and firm, central (and  civilian) 
control.' 

But disaneenrient quickly surfaced, both with regard to the meaning of the formula, and  the 
 mechanics of its implementation. Lobov ).vas. soon persuaded that More autonomous 

Republic/New  Stuc  military structures must be accommodated before they could be (. o-Optecl-
-into a "system of regional and inten-iational sectrity" that would ensure »"the  country's 
nationwide security on the basis  of  the preservation and radical restructuring of its Single 
rai1itary7political space; the new states shduld, de facto as well as de jure, replace the old 
Military Districts (except in Central Asia, where  local conditions were seen to..dictate,iather  
a regional composite); the General Staff should be the , suprerne Military Ccronlinating body, 
with direct acCess ,.to the highest-civilian authority*. 32. Shaposhnikov, however, côntinued to 
insist on 'unified armed forces'', with status-of-forces agreements negotiated between the 
Centre-and individual republics-7a federate rather than confederate model, and with the 
Centre (Commonwealth of Independent  States)  ivfinistry of 4efetiee  as  its apex; LiDijoV 
compelled to retire, for "health reasons', in December 199 1.'' A few months later, 
however, Russia's decision PD emulate  Ukraine and  the more,a.ssértively SoveeigniSt- New 
States  in:establishing its own distinct.arrned forées org,anization  and  structure, effectively 
vindicated Lobov's confederate course. It alSo set the stage for yet another . 11 gerieratioriall 
passing of the baton,  the  second in less than a year. This time, the Afghantsy were direct 
beneficiaries. 

At the end of the process of retirements, reassigninents and review (and propelled atso by the 
dynamic  and pblitical irnpact of unfolding events), ''five of the top seven Russian Defence 
Ministry posts have been filled by former col-inlanders in Afghanistan': by the following 
year  the  Afgliantsy  were also playing a dominant rôle in the formulation Of doctrine (see 

From Revolution Unleashed to  New  Suceessortate( 

The real,  l'evolution unleashed was of course sparked by what in hindsight is most accurately 
described tas the second, successful , coup, when, with Gorbachev  ut thé Russian 
Parliamentary lectern after his renirn from Crimean house arrest, and under the glare of  TV 
lights, Yelisin banned the Communist Party With the flourish of a pen--and proceeded to 
dictate:the cornpositiOn of the government. GOrbachey's power was ernascnIatecl, The act 
unleashed the last remaining fetters holding the forces of galloping natiOnalism. It unleashed 
the forces of separatism, and hast) Western  recognition--Often extended with little 
-appreciation for either the territorial entities or the nature of the  governments that were 
recognized. Lithuania, for example, had been expanded and given Vilnius (toda)'s capital) 



and regions with Russian and Polish populations by Stalin as salve for absorbtion; 
IChrusholiev had  given Russian-maloriry Criinea to the Ukraine without even a nod tb the 
legal requirement of Supreme  Soviet ratification  the Uzbek goverriment that proclaimed 
democratic independence supported the Coup, arid proclaimed independence i.ànly in oriel` to 
preserve old power structures. 

The rush to dissolution, the engendered fears of 'Yugoslaviae writ large, the attempt to 
construct and maintain a successcFr confederacy, attendant intrnal and external security 
dynamics, and the later emergence of a more , assertive, nationalist Russia and a new military 
doctrme. will be addressed later. But, first, a focus On econornic_underpiniiings: 

Economic roblems. 	 conversion. 	sale_sarrns 	. The Cost and immensity of 
the withdrawals , from Empire, Àfghanistan, East Europe and Mongolia quickly burst the 
budget: Gorbachev's projeeed 14.2%, cut became 6%, the first year.. 2  The beginning Of 
price liberalization, and  congequent rising prices ,, did not help. The 1991 defenee.budget of 
96.6 billion rubies was 36% higher thanin 1990, but had less purchasing power.' 

As mentioned, Gorbachev's riew., industrial'.  civilian economic structures and agencies drew 
proyen managerial ekperience,frOrn military inchistry. Yet sneh management alOne prOved 
insufficient, withont the context of`thatindustry's discipline, Soon new civilian ventures were 

411, 	rnOVed under the military-industrial urnbrella,M' 

The removal of the bureaueratic divide between military and  civil  industd, did not remo,.‘re 
the legacy of advantage. According to Vice President Rutskoi  in 1991 the military employed 
80% of the Country's scientific expertise; military industry repreSented half the national 
income; the purchasing power of the defence ruble was 4 to 5 times higher than that of the 
civilian ruble; its relative advantaÈe,was.t .eflected in the fact that military induitry was  the 
only sector in the economy té over-fulfill consumer production targets. 39  Clearly this chasm 
between the Mo ,spheres'. needed  to  be bridged, 

Meanwhile, the logic of relative advantage showed About 40% of military industrial output 
had gone to the civilian SÈCtOri at least since  the 1960s;  its  more  advanced production 
facilities had always been relied on for a wide range of civilian products, from refrigerators 
and TVs to photographic equipment,  computers and video sYstems (however primitJve by the 
standards of some). At the end of 1991 defence industries produced 3000 types of consumer 
goods, wOfth 13 1 1 2 billion Rubles, with a significant proportion  slated for export..(the 
degree tb which military industry is also a crucial "civilian" exporter is air-too-often 
unappreciated in the West)  .° By 1989 the civilian percentage of military industrial output . 
had risen to 50%; a year later it approached 60%, 41 By 1992, with defence procurement, 
.research and deve/opment slashed (down about two thirds  tram  1991 /evels),. the figure rose 
to 80% . 42  Amidst real and sometimes successful pressures to diversify and privatize, and 
overall eConomic dec line, defenCe industry aSsets incireased.' 
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It was typical and. symptomatic- that when Moscow's Department of Energy and Energy 
Efficiency in 1993 began thé tasl of 'Making the-city'S pletboïa,of factories and power 111) 

	

	stations fuel efficient, energy conscious operationsi it was to defence industries that they 
tumed--to.develop: 

'heat meters, (equipment) to check energy consumption  le es  electricity mercrs, new 
building instilation,..a snpei .-str9pg glue for pipe repairs, an eXperimentat heat pump, 
and an  automated system for boiler operations. 

Defence industries were not _unaffected by the general phenomenon of New State barriers ,and 
tariffs severing traditional.supply lines' (component manufacturing: 	usually proided 
one monopoly; it was  normal  for different componentS to be made in different Republicà). In 
the defence sector sueli fracturing was less se.vere than in triany others. The 'share of the 
Russian Federation" ranged from 07% of the total number of:defence en:terprises'to90'.2% of 
Research and Pevelopment, This conferred bargaining levera. In view ,aiso of the  tact  that 

• this sector maintained distii -ict,a11-(ex-)Union tieS and presence, through' 'Commonwealth' 
sanction and/or' through nail-Union" Officers Assemblies and other networks, New-State 
resuictions coùld often be eirCirmvénted. 

Early 'efforts fo'convert to civilian purpbse the excess capacity Carised by rOek liottOm 
military procurement (the nuclear s -pliere, cut 39.3%< , was partially exempt, but overall 
procureitent ShrankAo. just 2.9% of total Militar) expenditures) were in fact,. 
unimpressive,A tank factory might build prams, or demonstrate a tank's ability to haul 
harvesters, but this .was seareely a cost'effecti‘re use of factory éapacity, the.trained 
workforce or,, indeed, the tank. So also with artillery shells re-made into lamps,' And if 
such output still appeared Cost-effective when compared to Civilian industries, this said more 
about the prospects cbf -the latter than bose of the former. In fact, military industries 
convert4 to civilian production saw their output fall by -301%' in 1991, and another 30% in 
1992. 4.  The military faced a growing unemplopnent problem, in its industries as in its 
fighting and.support forrnations 49 ‘ 

At the sanie time defence spendinz, continued to fall in mal terms, by 6 % a.year. Overall 
military investment dropped 33% (one.estirriare went.as high  as 50%)  in 1991, though high 
technology investment, escaped  the chcbpping block; it was protected.' Conversion costs 
were estimated at US 5150 billion -, arms ekports, with a hoped-for $10 billion annual 
potential, appeared the>most promising source of fiincling. 5 ‘ Overall exports were. down, for 
the fOurin year in a rO%V. GNP Shrank by..12 % in the firSt,nirie rnènth of 1991; «industrial 
production was clown 6.4% ,n 

Privatization was scarcely the issue, liefence industries suffered the same prospect as other 
heavier ipthistry; the only conceivable outside buyers> were ocbrrupt ex-Party nomenlqatura, 
or the mafia (whose primary purpose was the laundering arid legitimizing of ill-gouen 
or foreign suitorS, who tended tcb be ruled out for reasOns of security. Military industry 
management teams chose instead, as did most of their more successful civilian counter-parts, 
to effectively privatize themselves. 53- Now operating:under far looser-centrai strictures:and 
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control than before, and increasingly appreciative. of the advantages and potential that this 
entailed, they began totransform their associations and combines into ?big business'. As 
such, they opposed divestiture—opposing sell-off of an  part that cithcr was or might prove 
profitable. Their favoured, solution was co -opetation IX'iith other big business at home.and,  in 
sharp reversal Of earlier:bias, with those abroad: they also favoured a more concerted arrns 
sales effort, if necessary encompassingstate:of-the-art technologies not previously made - 
available to foreign clients. 

Conversion remained essential, yet convegion enterprises lost 3. 3  billion rubles in 1991, 
while the cushioning all-Union stabilization fund disappeared. IL  was also painfully slew, nbt 
least because of the costs involved. By rriid 1991, Out of3500 defence production facilities, 
only 422 were in the conversion program. of Which only 515 Were due to be entirely 
converted to Ci •ilian 'output; total conversion had in 'fact only - been con-ipleted in 5 caSes. 5' 
A year later broughtlhc ^ assertion that "every  milita  ry plant in Russia,is undergoing some 
conversion", though only 	,Were schedii1cd tO conVcrt 80-100% >  of their  output;  the 
schedule, funds ,permirting, was implementatio in over 15 years. 55  

the preferred solution: 'cooperation iti conversion between the -Defence Ministry• 
and enterpriSes in our Military-industrial ..cornplex and_ Western partners' (especially German 
and US), and high-tech arms salesY - Anatolii Volsky, Head of the Industrial and Scientific 
Union Which spearheaded the "industrialiStS lobby", noted'that although COÇON, the 
Western list of proscribed high tech exports, had been relaxed, it -still -effecti -vely thwarted 
prospects of Western aid to the conversion effort ' Nevertheless, MciScôw'S InStitute for  the 

 USA and Canada and..Stanford.University's Centre for International Security and Arms 
Control did Succeed in 'helping to coordinate a variety of jOint -  US-Soviet business Ventures, 
especially in defence; by micl-1991 600 Soviet defence industry concerns wee exploring 
exPorts and.alternariVe technological applications?' KokoShin, who was also one Of the, 
more important 'inid-wives' behind this effort, listed Soviet strengths, and primary sales 
prospectS:.spaCe teChnologyTocket 'building, aviation indttstry, ship btiilding,.laigh quality 
steel and composite materials, Esoniel oil production and oil rig ,equipment, and laser 
technolOgy. 5")  

The new Yeitsin government sanctiOned aggressive arms 'sales; Rutskoy would oversee the 
effort; 50 .% of arms sales exports would go tà subsidizing the - costs, of conversion. «)  By 
Tate 1991 arms-sales had became the sole  source'of  funding for  conversion. 	a crucial 
contributor to the extraordinary housirig constt=ion priDgrm necessitated by troops 
withdrawals.' l  The Law on  Conversion  of Defence Industries of March 1992 establiShed a 
new Cbfiver$içalfund frém enteiTifiSe contributions, burthis (and,related foreign inyestrn'ent-- 
$300 million by May 1992) rerrunned grossly inadequate. Mikhail Maki, Yeltsin's 
presidential Counsellor on conversion -noted bluntly: eussia "-cannot' afford ,t9 - be'mo're 
scrupulous than others, say the US or France, in selling amis in international markets7.' 
The only question Concerned the distribution of .sales incoine, 'whether it was to be spread 
equally to all claimants. Maki thought the 40% most competitive enterprises, those  able  to 
sell their produc'rs, abroad, should subsidize the,remaining 60%, Kokoshin advocated from 
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whom to s'iihoni -, to maximize investinent efficiency available funds should go prima.rily to 
those who proved able to compete, be they military or civilian exporters. 63  

ReJeased.frorn bureaucratic interference', defence industry  and science were•told to achieVé• 
self-sufficiency. 6e  Théy :Tiete- also irriplieitly charged with:the task of ensuring against an 
uncontrolled brain drain of defence.scientists: 55  US :12-id EEÇ c.oncerrythat sonie nuclear 
scientiesin'particular, might find their.  way to the highest b,idder Ted tib some subsidization-- 
notably US funding for 100 rniclear fusion researchers in MOSCqw. 66  Yet such aid remained 
strictly 'United (betWeen one and tWo_ thousand>Soviet seientiSts were thought to have  the 

 skills necessary to design nuclear weapons), not least due to concern that it elid ipso facto. 
alsO Constitute,the shoring up  of  a. weakened imit still very potent competitore Moscow 
clearly appreciated - that this aid could beno more than a litniteti, short-terin palliative. 

blew production, promotion and sales'aIliances.emerged, complementing the few that already 
existed, suCh 4s GlavkosmoS, established in 1985 to proMete Spadc..coturnercialization,. and 
now rnarketeer. for joint Russian-Kazakh space lunch  ,services (ernploying SS-25 boosters) 
and potential seller ,of SS :1S,arid SS-2.4 ICBIgs.-6' Skor'oSt, 'designed up amalgamate: 
Yakovlev and other aircraft design and manufacturing efforts >  Dianond, another corribine of 
research and production faCilities seeking -iàptiinizatiOn'Of profits and oppcirrunities. Navjcon, 
a naval share-holding,company whose subsidiaries are joint stock companies of tlie 'Fleets, 
and other Miiitaryjoirit  stock çoinpanies'pursuing investment conversion and 
comrnutlicafions prospects, spearheaded the new trends:69 : 

The former Flight ..Control Centre in Kaliningrad was converted into a Stock Exchange for 
military -  industries; it later .amalgamated with sorne of  the  other rnilitaryinclusttial eXchanges 
that soon sprouted (including Konversiya and ESTRA) fo form the Miiitary-trédustrial 
Bureap, to, trade speciali±ed instruments and>rnaterialS, electronics, chemical, Metanuegical 
and .oOnstiiiction iridustry products for consumer goods, 1°  Limited military industrial  stock 
offerings ,  were 'lbw apparently available to:foreign hivestors: 71-  Direct foreign in .ve,sterient 
was also welconled. General Electric and...Seneca [its French partner] agreed to invest in 
P590 turbofan engine  production and developrnerit, in Perm  ; India negotiated invOliéerrient in 
the development of the first supersonic. VTOL >  the Yak-141, and its R-79 engine; Suldioi 
sought inveStors for its  Su-37 inultiIole.combat plane 72  

Rolls Royce entered into partnership with Tupolev to 2rovide British enzines and American 
aVionies to the_new'mediutn range .Tu-20..4 (this:214 paSSenger COmpetitOr tô- BOeirig 757 and 
Airbus A-340., was launched at the .1-une1903 Paris  Air Show)  and later models .» Pratt &- 
Whitney signed  and  later 0.(tended (joined by Collins AVionicS.„ Of  Rocks; ell International') a 
joint engine-avionics-airframe venture with the Ilyttshiri Design Bureau and other Russian 
suppliers and components manufacturers, offering aid-to-certification and global marketing of 
Russian planes, titanium sponge, seini-products and finished parts; the first reslilt, a $700 
million sale of 320-Seat Il-96 to Partnairs, a, Dutch leasing Company, was announced in June 
1993, 74  Frances Groupe Shecrna joined with Mikoyan, grafting Larzac engines and 
Snecma's•servicing:reptitation tattle MiG AT, to prpcluice up to1.60p advanCed military 
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training jets  for  Russian and foreign. forces. 1' Meanwhile ;  DOwty/Srniths Industries of the 
VI( married FADEC (full-authority digital engine controiS) to a Ukrainian/Russian engine 

• design,. thus further ii-nProving prosPeCts also for Russian engine manufacturers." 

broughtthe merger of perhaPs thernoSt,dynamic roicket developers ,an.d manufacturers 
(in part because over-ambitious, competitive marketing threatened necessar) cooperation), 
into "The firs( Russian  rochet-spFace,tirrri". They were the design office Salyut  and the 
Khnirlichev research and production centre; the develcFpers and marketers of the Proton .(1JR-
500K) Iatincher. The  former  had already l'çoncluded Contotts for the development of 
rocketry with the Indian organization for space research, th erman aerospade ,agency 
DARA, the fii-m DAsA and, with the :international organization Inmaisat  for  launching a 
communication satellite". The latter had signed contracts with Motorola for three Proton 
launéhings, and  with LOckheed 'for the  sale of  its rockets on the )..vorld market'. The 
amalgamation was expected to seCure launeh contracts withImmarsat, Intelsat, Eutelsat àrid 
Asiasat, tie'right to launeh at kast 12 American satellites before the end of the'deçadeand 
perhaps a far larger number (negotiations proceeded on Motorola's planned 66-s4tellite global 

phone network)--, and hicrease the number of geostatiOnary satellites by at least a 
third. 77  The indirect pairirvi-  of the Indian space agency .and Lockheed ultimately  rani: a.fOul 
of 1.1S laws, with sorne damage to Russia's'reputation for reliability--offSet by confirmation 
of its commercial priorities, arid iniproved prospects  for  CO,COM bypass (see helbyd).s 

Soviet and later Russian military  hardware-for-sale eihibitiOns were held.at hôme and 

10 	abroad. The Conversion-91 exhibition in Bologna, Italy, for example, was said to have been 
a particular suèdes, as were MosaerbShow '92 in MOscow,-the IDEX >93 defenee àhibitibn 
in Abu Dhabi, and others—including the Farnborough Air Show and Le Bourget: 19  Items for 
sale included MiG 27, 29 .and 31, :So 2511( (ground attack) and 27, Tu 22 bombers, Il 76 
AWACS-type planes and aviation technologies ile The 'private International Chetek 
Corporation Of MoseOw even:Offered peaceful nuclear  explosion deviees,' i  

By Fall 1991 all plane types Were on `offer, including the Previously top s,ecret 
ground effect ekranoplane"; .  aircraft industry exports alone were now projected at US$70 
billion over the next 4-5 years.' The 	heavy assault and Mi-28 attack helicopters 
were added to the Iist in 1992.' So also were the dual purpose  85 RU homing torpedoianti-
ship missile, the 3M-80 supersonic,air-to 7Surface anti-ship missile CvaStly superior to any 
Western ariti-slip  missile curTently in existenCe or even stin on the drawMg Mare). the 
hiely impressive S-300 anti- missile,defence system (its six hits in six tries demonstration at 
the IDEX '93 defence exhibition in Abu Dhabi Caine as Israeli reviews, downgraded the 
Patriots' Gulf War record to just one passible hit), and other state-Of-the-an systems.' 4 

 Once-secret technologies noW  for  sale also included a.number of spade advances said to be 
superior to their Western analogues—certain nuclear reactors, high strength high temperature 
alloys, s-pace engines that use magne tic fields, and Space  stations .° US defence officiais and 
industry expressed interest in (and began testing) a range of Soviet defence products, from 
.advance optieS, 'engineered materials and high energy magnets to gallium qrsenide —and the 
elc-anoplane.': • 



An initially negative US government decision reflecting protectionist - US space industry 
concern, was revised in,February, 1992, with negotiations proceeding talsôl on purchases of 
heliccépters, selected anti-missile and advanced fuel rocket technologies; and nuclear space 
engines; France, and other top-rank, defence prodiicers aPpe.ated equally iriterested. r  

There remained deterrents to. some potential sales. Western cOmpetitors assiduouSly spread 
the Gulf War "lesson' of inferior Soviet arms, though the defeated, célder vimace arms were 
scarcely representative  of  those now offered; s orne ,airframes were also judged too heavy, 
and hence fuel inefficient: 88  Aircraft, helicopter and missile sales were furthermore 
harripered  b service  and  spire  parts evailahility and delivery concerns.' 9  

1991 sales  values were estimated at USS:4-5 bi1Iion including 55;3:tanks . ,  658  armoured 
vehicles. and 1,783 missiles  of various typeS.'9  This  was dramatically down from the pro  
forma  highs of previous years.-  (topped .by 1986'. $24.8 billion), yet  those figures were unreal 
in  that most 'Sales then were non-commercial, furthermore, only a maI1  portion of the 
payments -that - did accrue reached either military-industrial producers or other Arrnéd Forces 
aueneies. Now Most did. 

1992 'exports were initiallY'down significantly from 1991; 21 %, of defenee enterprises were 
said to be 'near-bankruptcy' ." But a -ccFncerted sales effort turned the tide. Sales announced 
through the year included .  missile ÉaidanceIechnblogy, rocket engines.  S-300  surfacejtO-air 
missiles with anti-missile capabilities, 24  SU-27  fighters (ubject tcEon,goillz bargaining; 
lacer reports spoke - both of larger nUmbers and icaneellation), 400 T-72 tankS, - unsPecified 
warships, tank, rocket-and uranium emichment technology,  ta '300 megawatt nuclear power 
plants :tci be conipl«ed over 1 2-13 years,- and . agreement4o-einploy 2011SoViet scientists tcé 
China I (China  also mressed interest in purchasing the Varyag aircraft carrier being fitted out 
at Ukraine :s Mikolaiv shipyards, with 22 Sti- -27, but this deal was not•consuinmated); three 
diesel submarines, 1:10 planes, including SUL24 and MiG-27, 29 and 31 fighters, 12 Tu-22 
borriberS, 2 I1-76 AWACS and nuclear power plants to Iran; helicopters, armoured personnel 
carriers and rifles to Turkey (initiating a In 300 railion arms sale package); T-72 tanks co 
Syria;, -SA-10 anti-air missiles to Lib  a., a Zhdanov cruiser, 30 MiG-29s, a ballistic-missile 
rocket booster and.. missile  technology. to India (this latter deal, wiÉch proceeded despite US 
protest, and:sanctioas against Glgvkosnaos, waS later terminated in return  for greaterLYalue° 
access/sales to US space programs—viz above); to squadrons of MiG-29 fighters to 
Malaysia; _combat jets to Saudi Arabia and Taiwan, for US$14.6 billion; infantry combat 
vehicles  Co Abri  Dhabi; S-300 innissiles and  other weapons to the United A t-ab Emirates they 
were also interested in Su-25 1X ground attack.planes); plus heavy lift helicopters to Pacific 

oil and other oPerators,, finally, Indonesia expresSed intOrest  in  Scud taissiles; .  the 
Philippines in MiC-29s; and South korea in S-300 missiles, multiple rocket launchers, Su-25 
ground attack planes and Sn-27 fi ghters.' 1992 arms exporta were bstirnateçi at 19 to  12 
billion dollars; there were also related natural resource sales:, inCluding uranium exports 
worth  $80.0 min:n.1,74 
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1993 brought ccénfirination of China'S Su-27 purchase (26 were bought), Thai interest 
helicopters and, perhaps, MiG-31 :41-1 altitude interCeptors, Malaysian in "new technology tà 
be used in the.MiG-29 1 ,.and other initiatives and follow-up : 9  some saIes,appeared ba rgain_ 
basement when compared to competitoW priçe struaure, but market sbares and inroads 

 were gained, ,and production'facilities saved (prior tcF the Chinese sale and South Korean 
interes(, Sukhoi's Su-27 production line was'down to two orders), 

Minimal relief-on the home front also appeared on the way. Government orders' for utilitary 
hardware were slated tà increase by 10% in 1- 993; they would include a  new  medium range 
bomber, responding M the Army 7 s southern concern, and na fundamentally new,, standardized 
missile of the next generatiOn''. )6  The corner was turned. Yet new domestic orders, while 
providing relief to scientific/technical elites and employment prospects', would cleùly not, 'in 
and off therriselves, suffice to-secure longer-terni.viability. Foreign sales remained crucial .' l  

Marty  of these took the form of king term COntracts. Deliveries, remained .and will remain 
below late-Cold War averages_ Hut, as noted above, these tended to be concessionary -, to 
clients and allies. Post-1991 sales contraets' Were commercial (though Sometimes iNith part-
barter options that appealed to some bu)erS) and with no autornatic . or necessare restriction 
on purchasers. Traditionally  Western  arms markets  were fair garite-- ta';.oured game, ill fact, 
in view of their generally superior crediC 

With energy and Other traditional naturaJ resource exports facing short and medium: term 
prospects of  decline Or stagnation (theY were shackled by a - crartibling infrastructure, 
development of new.extraction prospects lagging behind the depletion of old, and/or 
jurisdictional wrangling about reSource OWnership and control),,Militari industry expOrts in 
fact emerged as the single most important earner of convertible currency. It was also clearly 
more important than even the most ,ilIuSory hope of Western aid arid'relief. 

It waS a potential that MbscoW quite simplY could not. afford to blunt, no Matter Western 
concern. The exPressed Western fear of ciestabilizibg.consequences in the Third ‘ii/orld was 
in tact Seen as hypocritical,  and  self-serving, in view of the'West'S ()Win vigorous amis 'sales-
efforts, 99  In any case, MOseow could afford no other course. 

The Rush to Dissoilution; Attempts nt Containment.; External and Internai  Security 
Dynamics to end 1992.  In hindsight, Yeltsin's 'counter-coup" after the crurribling of the 
Erriergericy Committee in August,1991, Was most remarkable for-.Gorbachev's reSigned 
acceptance As, in Eastern Europe in 1989, when Gorbachev's preferred goal of forcing 
transition to reformist governments of lus Ov,:..n t14 tailed he,could have coMmanded enough 
military and organizational loyalty to enforce his will; yet, when faced with the choice of 
brute force or abdiCation, he.again chose the latter. It Was, perhaps, his finest hour. But the 
choiCe alsô meant impotence.  1-lis,  authority was usurped. Formal dissolution of the old Union 
did not corne until December% Real dissolution came quicker. 

iS 



The Baltics ,decIared independence, as did Russia(!), the Ukraine, and other Republics, and • 	thernomentum did not stop. ''2Nutonornous regions déciared independence from Republics, 
and ethnic enclaves  and  even cities followed suit. 

Gailoping_nationalism severed ties Of 'economic logic, fuelling .unernployment and inflation. 
By early NOvember there were 20.-  Millién uneznployed (many working, unpaid) .; 8 .0 9i; were 
wornen. ie,  The unleashing of laissez-faire  price and regulatory reform in January 1992, and 
their extension thrOugh Subsequent months jolted thee _figures upward, fuelling the 
arprnents of those-who espoused order. m ' The nationalist beast also severed  tics  of 
rmiitar logic-. Witbin six weeks the Ukraine and Kazakh'Stan had fudged pledges to be 
nuclear-free; 'their' missiles ranked,them .thind and fourth among the worifs.powers, 
ifuerbaidgharf 'anneed' Soviet fôrces on itS soil, briefly becorning.'a nuclear powerde:  jure  
(though not.de facto);  nuclear forces-also-remained on the-territories of other new states. 

Three-arguments drove advocacy of a successor confederacy. The first>derived-  from 
economic irripératiVes; nearly SO% of theeconorny of the USSR was trans-RepubliC (RusSia 
was least dependent, ,yet fOr it also disruption of Old ties was costly), e-' 1  The second derived 
frèrn concerns about nuclear ,security•or, rather, the inSècurities and dangers of diffusion, 
The third tur-ned  on the  extraordinary ethnic mix of the Old empire: Unlike .British, French 
and,ôther  empire  thatieduld be easily. disentangled, the..SOvietiRusSian was mord like lts 
Austro-Hungarian cousin, whose ethnic mix continues to reverberate; there are 25  million 

 Russians with roots and homes . in other suctessor states,.(11  million plus  in the Ukraine 
alone), as well as millions Of Ukrainians and other nationalities.beyond the boundaries of 
'their',  new states, 

Three counter-arguments .propelled dissolution, and separatism.  The rgst was natiOnalim-- 
and itS exclusive variety, which demanded rights for self not conceded to others. The second 
was reattion against decades or centuries of bureaucratic insensitivity to . local Concerns, and 
the perversions' and.tnistakes:that this engendered_ The third argument, distinct yet 
intertwinecl,  as the legacy Of empire, of MoscoW.'s on-again off-again at -tempts. to 134sslfy 
Others (arid, in the SovieE era, of analogous attempts b )  Republican majorities, Georgian, 
Uzbek  and  others. to absorb 'their' ethnic, minorities), 

The Commonwealth of independent States agreement, sighed by Russia >  Belanis  and  'Ukraine 
and joined by Kazakhstan -and others in,December dif 1991, aceepted the principles  of 

 economic common market and unified strategic command--but without -  all-Union authority. 
Gorbactiey',s insistenbe on  minimal central powers was ignôrecl:. The headless construction 
rerriained'(and rernains) mired in contradictions' and uncertainty. There was no early 
agreement on monetary or fiscal  policy> or on  the structure or  .furiding of other 'coinnit)n' 
domains. 

Through the fall of 1991, in response to US President BuSh>s embrace of nuclear arms cuts, 
Gorbachev (supported by YeItsin and the Republics), offered even sharper cuubacks. m3  
Ukraine. and others also agreed that nuclear warheads would be transferred to Russia—in part 
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because this api:Feared the precondition for. Western aicl..By - early 1992, however, harmony , 	 , 	,, 

. 	

faltered, At the CIS Summit in February eight of the eleven agreed to a unified force (after 
two years). But Ukraine, Moldova and Azerbaidzhan refused_ hi March Ukraine suspended 
nuclear transfer because of professed concern about theii fate in Russian,hancIS; sbestill had 
1420 strategic and 2390 tactical nuclear warheads.' ,. 	, 

Yeltsin's post-coup continent that Republics hacl the right to independence, but borders might 
then  have  to be redrawn, was Subsequently muted. But the threat's vdthdrawal rested On the 
unspoken premise that Ukraine would subscribe to a looser Union—as suggested by Ukrainian 
President Leonid Kravehuk's sponsoi-Éhip Of the Common‘vealth. Hence thé phenomenon 
that  Fall) that aw Russian leaders in Eastern Ukraine and the Crimea, including Admiral 

Kasatonov, Commander of the Black  Se  a Fleet Urge  a yes vote in the referendum en 
Ukrainian independence: independence'then meant KravehuLand the Commonwealth; a no 
wOuld lead to further radicalization,and, ultirriatély,  a more indgpendista government, 
Hence, also  the later concern in Moscow when Kravchuk appeared intent on sabotaging . the 
assurnptiOns that underlay the Conarnonwealth; Gorbachev w as arnong those who feared that,, 
far from using independence-as legitimizer for Commonwealth membership, Kravehuk ‘vas in 
fact using the -Tatter to secure the,fôrmer. 

The question, of a more separatig -agendairitertwines with the Separatist conundrum 
nationalist passions made concessions to central authority career threatening, (even on matters •  

of 'obvious self-interest); yet without concessions there could be no central authority, And no 
fetters on Republican independence meant no fetters on Russian independence; a Russia 
unfettered vqould alwa ) s be more.likely to have irredentist ambitions. 

Ukraine Was thecrux—for its size, and for its'etlinic mix. The nationalist imperative was 
evident in itS demand that ex-Soviet units swear alletiance to Kiev, its seizure Of the Army's 
main communiCation network (in .lanuary 1992n, its ,demands for the transfer of the 
Black ea Fleet, and its assertions of nuclear independence. 11)6  Yet Change 'was sometimes 
less than apparent, and challenges were sometimes set aside rather than pursued)w  
Ukraine 's  rejection of a Commonwealth Army, for example, was followed 15 days later by a 
Kravchuk defence of cooperation with Russia; addressinu a separatist . audience, he noted that 
'when there iS frOSt On Thursday in Moscow, it reaches Kiev by Friday!' 

Nuclear uncertaintieg remained; Ukraine retained strategic air and .  missile capabilities, though 
tactical warheads were transferred cFver the . Summer. When Presidents YeItsin and Bush 

 signed ST ART 2 in Jarman.,  1991, Kiev's promised and necessary pre-requisite ratification of 
START 1 remained outstanding.' The potential for serions discord lessened, however, 
With the ettfergerie of a state 'cOrporatisz> concensus  in Kiev  and the October t992 
appointment Of Leo  nid Kuctima ,as Prime Ivlinister (Kuchma was 'director of the-missile 
production  plant that developed the Soviet space shuttle. The coneensus had ties to the 
'industrialiSts' lobby' emergent in Moscow (see below),' Kenna alko had ties to 
Moscow's new defence elite—he knew Gromov, for example, from the latter's days as 
Kievan Military District Corrimander. 
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As separatist dynamics reached into Russia itself, Moscow initially looked inwards. Yeltsin 
voided the firSt independence cleclaratiOn'within Russia, by tiny Che4ien-Inguish in the Fall 
Of 1991, ançl dispatched InteriOr lUinistry troops. But they were withdrawn, by Parliament, 
because of fear that an interventionist.precedeht could be Used -elgewhere to legititrii/e  action 
againSt Rusian mindrities, and to assuage Ukrainian concern (prior to the then-imminent 
referendum) that nascent Russian nationalism might precipitate - divisive action beyond its 
currently-defined state border.  Earl)/ caution was also reflected in the March 1992 decision 
CO withdraw from .tagor-ii4j-Karabaçll There;  was neither n-iilitary nor political stomach for 
inVolvementin others' 'cOrit-liCt: GrornoV, re-appointed tcF his old,Caucasian command for the 
purpose, reprised his Afghan exit. 

Yet a sornewbat more confident and assertive Russia was -a,lso emerging. Tatarstan's 
independenCé referendum On 21 March, Russia"s Second, also appeared the last. Although 
Moscow refrained from punitive measures„ other than todeclare the act illegal, the post-
script was different .. The next day Tatarstan% President W as  conciliatory, perhaps niindful  of 

hecherrya's problems and dissipating resolve ''Our first step will be fighter union with 
Russia.. ne w relations with a reformed Russia"; the referenduin would sa). .'e Russia, not 
destroy  it.)11. 

Nice clays later, on 31 March 199 .2, Russia's remaining 84 regions signed a rieW Union 
agreement, spelling put decentrali?ation of powers, areas . of joint jurisdiction, and areas 
under federal control—monetary policy, firianciaUand currency replation, the federal budget, 
energy distribution, nuclear power, defence and sectirity.n 2  

flic next,day, iii ,response to attacks against the secessionist Russian-dominated Dniester 
IVIoldovan Republic, Yeitsin decreed the ex-Soviet 14th Army in Moldova to be Russian-
denying jurisdiction to kloldova and the Comirionwealch. lis  Chief-of-Staff (Major General 
Sitnikov;) welCorried the decision, and déélared readiness to act. It was Russia's first miIitar -y 
intervention in support of its diaspora. This time Parliament did tiOt dernur, The:precedent 
vas set 

Thé new course Was refieeted also in ,  the final  report  of the Parliairient's Lukin-chaired 
Foreign Affairs Committee on the status of Crimea: its 1954 transfer to Ukraine had never 
been ratified, and was therefore illegal  The effort to shore up the Comtrionwe.alth as 'Soviet 
successor umbrella lost:priority; 'Russia First' was the new creed. Dakin moved to 
Washington as Russia's new Ambassador. Russia's Defence Minister clisplaCed 
Commonwealth Deférice.Minister ,ShapOShnikov in the Ministry building in Moscow, 
The designation and shaping of Russia's .new Defence Ministty was itself-a signal eVerit. 
When  the  "idea of an independent Russian Army and Miiistfy was first muted, IV1arshal 
›Shaposhnilcov himself appeared .the ohyious candidate to many: he- was young (bOrn  in 1942):, 
he.was a pilot (and thus. a break also with -the old leadership's Anny credentials); and had 
been Yeltsinis choice rest as post-coup Soviet and later as Commonwealth Defence Minister. 



Other favoured choices included LOboy (succeeded as Chief of the General ,Staff by 
Leningrad MD Commander >  General Vicibr SarnsOnCo',, , in December 1991), Kobets, or 
Kokoshin, should a civilian be.chosen. w- In the end Kokoshin, whose inter-étliniciSt4te 
views parallel Lobov's, was made First Deptity  Munster,  and civilian liaison. But the 
Ministry went.to Pavel Grachev , and the Afgharits3,'114  They lud saved YeItsin during:the 
August days, They also held high the banner of national and pan-national Russian interest, 

Grachev brought Gromov ba4c to MOscow, as the,Other Firit Deputy Defence Minister. 
Three other former Afghan commanders, ‹  Colonel Generals Victor DobpinValerli Mironov 
and Georgii Kondratev, were;alsO brought in--giving fi've of the IvIinistry's top sev en 

 positions to Afghan veterans,' 5  

They were distinguished by their youtli., › Grachev is six years younger than Shaposbnikov. 
And-  they were distinguished by the assertivenesS of de if paLTiotisrii. Grachev  sen cd  notice . 
that  lie  'Would not allow the honour and dignity of Russians to be. insuIted on the territory 'of 
an  y other state% Mironov affirmed:that this duty td the diaspora extended to Russians in the 
BaltiC. LL6  In the West, Major General Lebed, newly appointed Commander of the 14th 
Army and also ifghart veteran, warned against 'fascist' Moldovan attempts at Genocide 
against the Russian  population .'n In the East, the General Staff joined those who warned 
against territorial concessions to Japan before Yeitsin's planned  'bit  to Tokyo  the  visit Was 
poStpétied); theY followed up by directing the Navy to reinfOrce Southern Kurile milita ;ty 
units—and to ,double personnel and ( short-range) missiles on Iturup by 1993, 118 

 Shaposhnikov'f011owed suit by making it dear the CIS wou/d neither need nor accept 
Western-peacekeeping'forces," 9  Black Sea Fleet vesselS were Sent off Abkhazia > 

 disregarding protests by 1,,Thaine and Georgia; the action underlined Moscow's rejection of 
kiev's claim to the Fleet.k2u  

The. draft of a new military doctrine asserted Moscow's-right tci protect Russiari-speaking 
riiinOrities in Soviet successor States 4  with 'force if necessary, and ,to mount "peacekeeping." 
operations (with the -uncertain proviso that such action be approved by the 
Commonwealth). 121  This was a, mandate the Afghantsy presumed. 

The change also addressed the nature of the new Army. It was, of course, to be smailer; the 
Defence Law of 24 September 1992 decreed that numbers,he capped at one percent of-the 
population by 1 January 1994. 122  The April Declaration on Priorities of Military Policy had 
already confirmed-a conscript/volunteer mix. This was soon weighted towards the latter; 
spurred by conscript avoidance rates , . which reached 95% in Mdscow and 70%  nationally in 
early 1993 (these were stemmed neitherby the 1992 service  cut from 24 to 18 months, nor 
the 1993 consideration of a further cut, to 12 months), and diSinclination to prosecute and 
convict. Promises of  higher salaries and fringe benefits—housing, free transportation, 
uniforms -and`food—brought 110,000 accepted volunteers bySepternber 1993, and plans for 
another 50,000 by  year's end, 150 ,,000  note  in .1994, and a vcdunteer component of 50 b) 
year 2000, The Armed Forces would be recast•123 
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The DefenCe Law underlined the Russia,,Firt focus ,  wit:ha° mentiôn  of the CIS. The' 
ultimate threat perceived was civil war; Article 10 provided egal basis, in -extrernis, for 
military assurnption uf governinent power. It.noted:ttiat'defensive forces must  Wye .  offensive 
complements. Troops must be high-rmibile. 

StrategiC forces had already been strean-ilined, as they dcFwnsized, into four components:  the 
 Strategic Rocket Troops, the:Strategic Naval Forces, the Air Force _ and  the Main Directorate 

Of -Space SyStems, and appartritly ranked in  that  order (the separate Air Defence service, the  
PV0,, was abolished).' 24  They were_now 'assigned a  360 .degre .e (Lo3Aazirriuths) deterrence 
posture that woiild.assume  no One eiernal enemy .  

Kokbshin spotlighted emergent thinking  in an interview ;Pitli Krasnaya Zvezda  in  Mareh 
1992.125 '1-1e -first noted the abiding ,. fmidarnent: the development of doctrine  must .be a joint 
"tiyilian--Military undertaking  He  underlined the faCtof profound, Côntintiinz ,socio-eConornié-
crisis; the "warn between Whites and Reds MUM end. Finally„ he focused iort.military 
preseriPîiôn, He  Called for 'high techriblogyn Air Force, Strategk Rocket Forces and Navy 
(coastal forces complementin2, air and land forces, plus strategic  in 	carriers in the 
Barents and 0.khot*Seas), and nsinall but: efficient general purpdse forcee—centrally based 
rapid deploymendorces, Their strategic reserve core would  be  "several airrnohlle.hrigadesir., 
With their own army aviation, fire support,, electronic warfare, intelligence and cOmiter 
pptico-electronic systems.' Kokosbin's prescription echoeilthe Afglian4y agenda; high 
teéli; 'focus on the potency and prospects .Of neve and evolving`technolOgieS, ,and einphaiis  un  

-spetsriatz and special forces on the ground. 

New Order Apparent.  Russia's new military was significantly leaner.' Yet it was 
determined to maintain quality, local and regional interventiohaly capacity and global Strike, 
potential: "Russia's Armed Forces must be able to wage warfare of any character or kind and 
on  an  scate''. 12.8  

The new  military leadership Was forged in and by  the  war in Afghanistan. This made it 
particularly sensitive to the problems and difficulties of counter-insurgency campaigns and 
needs. It instilled and reinforced- bias .favouring *smart' weaponry and elite units. Finally, it 
Sharpened patriotism and pride—and appreciation of the dangers  of  dogma, The, Afghantsy 
'succeeded  in Afghanistan; they left a government in control of every city, base; and 'major 
,artery. Their government ordained withdrawal for politiCal  and  foreign policy, not military 
reasons. The Afghantsy took  pi ide  in the fact:that their withdrawal was not like that of US 
forces from Vietnam. 

In the wake 'of the failed August' 1991, Coup the KGB had been reduced from 490,000 Wien  to  
35-40,000, as its military and counter-intelligence units (together with most special forces 
Interior MiniStry troops), were transferred to the Army.ve The association was accepted 
but dreaded by the Army, for it eliminated the thresh-hold that protected it from early arid • 
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necessary involvement in civil conflict; The return of these units and troops to the Security 
MiniStry (WhiCh  the Law  on Security of May and the Law  on Federal Organs of State 
Security of  Lune  1992:established as ËGB successor, together ‘vith the now separated Foreign 
Intelligence Service) thus reestablished the State's internal security 'option, sought by 
Yeltsin, while allowing the Artriy to distance itself-'-which would stand it in good stead 
during thé October days of 199 

Civilian control was not questioned--thOugh, as suggestçd by ,our diséussiori of eissiab. 
strategic culture,, above, the word control is to some extent deceiving. The Russian 
Parliament established successor oversight Committees to those of the nOw defunct-  Supreme 
Soviet. The party watchdog Militai). Political Administration was abolished, replaced by a 
Presiclent-appointeç.1 and Parliament-sanctioned Higher Certification  Commission  'responsible 
for overseeing personnel questions within the new Defence MiniStry 1'. 131  

A new, more conservative centre-right consensus appeared to have-emerged. The days Of the 
most sweeping reform and 'democracy' aclvtacies and debates were over. The Higher 
Certification Commission . was Chaired by Ytirii Skokov, an ally also of Rutskoi, khazbulàtov 
and the "industrialists' lobby'', and Seeretar) ir of the 'Russian Security Council—which wa5 
given increased,poVvers by YeltSin in July 1992, n2  

The consensus vas  best sunimarized by The  S ate 	ia4 prodnéed by the CoUndil for 
Foreign and Defence Policy in August - 1992 The Council "unites politicians, businessmen, 
civilian analysts and journalists of. What- iS +ally deScribed.as the liberal outlonk,..rit 
:representsl.the most sophis.ticateid trend of the mainstrem democratic opinion which would 
be happy to have a democracy' in Russia bUtkeady and willing to admit the tiece‘ssity of an 
authoritarian rule and enhancing of statism (gosuclarstvennost),";' 33 . Vladimir Lulin 
may have been *among The Stratev.. s  authors) 'characterized its message as 'enlightened 
patriotistri" 

From Order Undermined to Yeltsin Coup and 'Consequences: New Order?  The apparent 
new Order of Fall 1992 soon dissipated, however, amidst eveumore rancorous breakdown Of 
relations between Yeltsin and Parliamentary leaders--erstwhile Yeltsin allies who now turned 
.azainst the Presidency. End-1992 and early 1993 saw a War of Decrees whereby each 
institution sought to negate the other%  initiatives and promote its own agenda; In iVlarch 
Yeltsin tried to impose Special Rule, but failed when Army and Security Ministers opposed 
extra-legal  action,  by President-Or Parliament; 

Yeltsin fi red Security Minister BarannikoV (as he had his reformist predecesSor—who ribw 
supported Barannikov) and the Security Cou incilt.s Skokov, who was equally critical. D'Ile 
barely escapecl impeachment, The Yeltsin-decreed referenda that folloWed, on 25 April,. 
revived his authority; majorities confirmed orifidence, supported his economic promm, 
and called for early Parliamentary electionS, Yet they showed a certain precariousrieSs of 
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support, The question of early Presidential elections,. which Yeltsin opposed, was rejectèp/ by • only 49,S to 49,1 percent, notwithstanding the government's dominance of TV .and media; 
nearly 40crit abstained, (3  Parliament disdainFd the results, ,YeltsirCs smearing of opPonerits .  
as -Communists and fascists elieited,scorn-and  reverse  character assassination, The \\jar  of 
Decrees  Lontinued amidst growing public disendhantment with both institutions 

Refusing to accept the Parliamentary supremacy that was fundamental to the now (after more 
than 3 00  amendments)  post-Soviet COnstihrtion, Yeltsin tried through the Spring to negotiate a 
strong-Presidency constitution with regional! leaders. The procedure was unconStiMtional, and 
entailed a certain btirning"bf the bridges bb 13arirarrient: This in'turn gave regional leaders 
iriordinate ieverage‹, which they used to exti‘ct fiscal and other powers that ulfirnately .made a, 

 mocked of Yeltsin's purpose. To submit thits " I conStitutiore tO a referendum  as  initial] 
promised) would have eViscerated his power even more'than would submission to Parliament. 

By early Sutniner, notwithstandinz instances of often petty rancour (Yeltsin.reacted to 
Rutskéki cririciSrn by depriving hirn of car and pris  ileges—much as he had previously done tà. 
Gorbachev). , there were sigris of possible reconciliation. :  khazbulatov defended Shaposhnilcov. 
Yeltsin'«s Choice as new Security Çouncil Secretary; against attacks from 
conservative/nationalist Parliamentarians YeItsin over-rode radical calls  for the  ouster. of 
Centrist Prime Minister, Victor Cherriornyrdiri, for the latter's proclamation Of a curré‘ney 
reform that undercut savings and nehrhbour-state'finances. The reform'storisequerit 'effect of 
strengthening sucCessor state leaders Who sought influence Within a collegial tent (and return 
to a Rouble.zone5, rather than estrangement and uncertainty without, strengthened moderate 
power and  PI ospeets for coMpromise, 

Yet the principle differences, over Pnesidential powers and ecoriorriic prescription, as aIsô the 
psychological residue of loyalties lost and 'betrayed", remained unresolved--together with the 
related issue of Yeltsin's preferencefôr rule-by-decree e ..Vident even when the Parliannentary 
majority was sympathetic, as when it elected him -, and later his designated successor,. as ils 

 Speaker), Yeltsin's Opponents, Crucial  to  the defence of Pernocracy in AuguSt 1991, Were of 
course not the Communists of later propaganda. They had no wish to return to the oppressive 
and corrupt systend bequeathed hy Brezhnev (which, incidentally, had about as much to do 
with communist ideals as PincFchet's Chilean dictatorship had to do with PlatO). No military 
or industrial leader wanted to return to the days when decisions were made bY bureaucrats  in 
Moscow. But  the  y equated Yelisin's Big Bang privatization program With laundering and 
legalizing_of the imatia's and. the old apparat 's ill-gotten gains, with the further enriching - of 
'these groups, and alsei foreign intereSts, throngh bargain basement sell-off of Russian assetS 
(who but they had the mone) to buy".)), and, in general, with - throwing the baby out with the 
bath-water in  ternis of national  and moral values. 

Yeltsin's opponents did nôt watt to retuirrto the old. Rather, > they looked to Japan and the 
Asian tigers, and the prescription for German and FrenCh economic success, namely state-
private planning and coordination llied industrial managers might ask for subsidies to-avert 
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bankruptcY. But their goal was to themselves become,multinatiorials, p]ayerS on_the Élobal 
scene—not to resubmit to " ..command economy' management. 

They had no wish to return to East-West confrontation. They supported cooperation with 
Washington on most issues. They faVOured the UN, and peacekeeping, but also  more 
vigorous pursuit of What they deemee intrinsic Russian interests They were dubious about 
sanctions against Serbia. and Iraq, which  th  ey save as counter-productive-to their ostensible 
and original purpose. And they advocated greater attention tb Asia and the Pacific Rim. 

Yet zridlock continued (though, as will'he seen, propelled ever-more by personal rather than 
policy disputes), With its corollaries of increasing economié and political anarchy, increased 
public disenchantment with due process, and increased-elite concern and impatience . The 
latter centred on ro issues. Ukraine's Spring-Summer 1993 descent into hyperinflation 
underlined the urgenc) of economic refOrm, and the dangers  of money-printiiig  palliatives 
At the same time the backdrop  of civil.wars along the periphery  ut the nid  Union underlined 
the dangers that attended centrifugal tendencies within Russia as well. 

Yeltsin's and Parliament's wooing of the .Arrnecl Forces became more assidious. Yelésin's 
sweeping list of Sumner promotions was  preemptive and decisive; it brought .RutskoiS 
irrevocable-break with the Presidency. He rioted,that Russia's far smaller forces now had 
more Generals than the Soviet mastadôn, charged Yeltsin with, buying off rather than 
reforming, and castigated both Yeltsin and the Artily leadership as innately conupt.' 37  The 
charge was exaggerated; Generals dismissed -far outnumbered Generals added," In light of 
later eventsitmay also have-been fatal, Its iridiscriininate sweep alienated the Afgharitsy 
reformers,:bis most natural army constituency. 

The Yeltsin coup , that -4`ollowed was well prepared; hy August "The ,ediet (to -dismiss 
Parliament' lay in in  safe and waited' for its time to come".' The iiin-up wienched 
fundamental change in political constellations and parameters.  The  apparent new order of 
muid  and:late 1992 had tested ori'comproinise betvireen Yeltsinite fast-reform advocates and 
the slow-reform/social compact program of the Civic Union; the departure of Acting Premier 
Yegor Gaidar, arChitect Of the fast-reform blueprint, and his replacement by V ikfor 
Chernomyrdin, a Civic Union associate, though with Gaidar allies retaining core portfolios, 
was seen to herald the new  compromise  course. Witirthe formula',s implementaricin stymied 
by political gridlock, however, ,and ever-inore,concerned by inflation and the Ukrainian 
example, Cliernom)rdinlimself and a growing subsection .of the .Çivic Union constituency 
became persuaded that morietary.diseipline arid faster reform Was essential. Gaidar% return 
as Deputy Prime.  Minister  in Septeinber 1993 signalled Chernomyridin'S and others'> 
acceptande of the need for a rridre radical approach. 

The other element of the new concensus focused on the need to reverse now galloping 
centrifugal dynamics. Yeltsin's 1992 accepta= of the Army's nationalist agenda on  the  
Ku nies and Moldova,  and  or its self-proClaimed guardianship of the Russian diaspora, had 
appeared resigned rather than supportive. By Summer 1993,, however, Yeltsin took the lead 
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in hoisting the Russia First banner. In the process, his courtship of  the  Army (see aIso 
below), which may initially have been viewed as little,inore than tactical insurance to 
safeguard. Position and policy, became.integral to the defmition both of a markedly different 
'personal stets, and a markedly different,policy. 

Yeltsin welcomed the attendant/intended corisequende of Chernomyrdin's currency reform. 
The. initiallY Sparked reintegration Of Successor States within the Rouble Zone was reversed 
when it became clear that Moscow's monopoly control of fiscal and raonetarY poli 	ould 
eviscerate their_ .sovereignty, The :pbtentiaIly centrifugal ramifications of the reversa]  were 
negated by larger dynamics. Regional conflicts  and  fears, finely calibrated by Ivloscow, 
tornpeIled Central Asian'.and Caucasie  support for  Russian peacekeeping, and CIS entry by 
previously recalcitrant Georgia and Azerbaijan. The end result was  Russian security 
dominance, withourthe'conconirnitant of Sbciefal and economic obligation an  emergent 
analogue to US-Central American relations?) 

Yeltsin' aiso welcomed Chernomyrdin's role in securing expanded rights for Ukraine's 
Russian  population,  through the  end-Tune negetiations that followed the Donbass strikes' 4° 

 He condemned Estonia's anti-Russian citizenship law (a sharp letter to'the UN SeCretal) 
General referred to 'ethnic cIeanSing"), and encOuraged subsequent autonomy votes by Narva 
and other Russian enciaves• Where Shaposhnikov as CIS Defence Minister had previously 
asserted CIS Ole ,authority to conduet peaCe-keeping and -making Within the borders of the 
former USSR, YeItsin now (the é:IS post was folded into Russia's Ministry in May 4 5 
disPached his Foreign Minister to assert Russia'SSucéessor claim, and press 'fie UN 
funding,' 

Yeltsna's determined courtship of the Army, which began after Skokov's resignation, 
extended alsolo Security .and interior Miriistries and troops. Weekly,- and often  mure 

 frequent meetings with Defence Minister Grachev placed the latter among Yeltsins most 
infirriate advisors. The Anny received disproportionate funding increases and (as  noted) an 
inéreaShigly positive.Presidential embrace of its dornestie and 'Near Abroad" agenda, 
Shaposhnikov's „later resignation from thé Security Council Secretaryship,(becaiase  of lirnited 
access to'Yeltsin) confirmed the factlitat much  of  its role and function was now subsumed 
within the  ne w direct relationship between Yeltsin and Gracile , . The independenCe aécérded 
the Army leadership was also refleCted  in KOkoslairi's Defence protocol slip from second to 
third >  behind the Chief of Staff. 

Ycltsin's nationalist credentials were signally reinforced by his meeting with 
U4raines President l(ravclink a few weeks before the  coup--y heh he thréatened - Cin,off of 
energy expiifts if'past bills were not payed. Kravehuk agree.  d in principle to transfer 
Ukrainian assets in lieu of payments due--assets specified included strategic nuClear force s . 
and the 50% of the Black Sea Fleet that 'their preVious June meeting had slated  for  Ukrainian 
ownership (sparking Army protest) 	Initial Russian reports presented a fait accompli,  a 
2arnishirig. of a -delinquent's assets. Ukrainian transcripts, and subsequent Russian 
government Pronouncements, were more circumspect ., Kiev  insisted particularly that  mobile 
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SS-24 missiles were excluded,, and that the deal in any case represented no more than a yet-
to-be-negotiated possibility, w  Neiiertheless, in the - Context of Ukraine's debt and 
bankruptcy, the agreement in principle charted a resolution of nuclear and Fleet frictions that 
satisfied Russian.riatiônalist dernands,, n a  way that - also assuaged at least sorrie Ukrainian 
sensibilities. [Its nuclear provisions Were effectively confirmed in January 1994, when 
Ukraine's Parliament r -atified lÇravehuk acceptance that all Missiles IriitéItld be transferred to 
Russia within three yearse 

The  September coup, when it came, thus, succeeded because of elite impatience with the 
ramifications and dangers of côntinupd status-quo;  because of 1rttp4tience with deinocratic 
niceties  an él ‘videspread public apathy, and (perhaps most startlingly) because Y'eltsin coopted 
core segments of hi  s opponents' Constituencies. 

The coUp freed Yeltsin frOrn the'tedium of legality. His disinissal of - Constitution flcl 
Parliament was folloWed (after. the carnage at the Ostankino TV buildingr.i,vhen Internal 
Security troops fired  uni the  pro-Parliament n-iob that . tried to storm it and .  the blOOdy assault 
on ParLament) by dismissal of the Constimtional,  or Suprenie Court, all elected republic and 
district asserublies„and finally also tinieicipal govermnerits, the countu's Iast elected bodies. 
Khazbulatov, RUtskoi and other Parlianieritary leaders and supporterswere jailed. The formal 
censorship imposed with the coup Wn lifted, but only after  the  banning of opposition Parties 
and newspapers, Yeltsin' 5- apparent.authOrity was  as abSolute as any  Tsar's., hiS caValier 6 
November dismissal of promised June 1994 Presidential elections reinforced theription . '(the 
prothise, made during the crisis days of ParliaMentary defiance i  inay always, have been 
tactical rathe.r:thari. strategic, goading Parlianient-- vhich insisted on simultaneous 
Parliarrientary and Presidential elections in February---.into-  the - scripted denduement''). 

But the appearance:Of total control wasilIusory, Yeltsiti  vas  beholden to thé boyars 
(noblernen) who secured his victory, committed  tO COre elements of their agendas, and 
dependent‘on them  for  policy iMplementation, His  post-coup strOng, sonie would  Sa) 

 imperial Presidency constitution (Which also eliminated secession rietsj proceeded to7.vards 
referendum judgement coincident with deCtçed Dilina (Parlia rnerii'S 'pre-1917 name) 
Deceiriber eleetions,,them.selves legitimized only by  the  presumption of constitutional 
paSsage, Yet the limits to  lus  personal authority M30f1; becarn evident, YeItsin was forbed to 
reverse his ban on opposition parties -and papers, though jailed.Parliarnentary leaders were 
not allowed to Stand for election, and to 'rescind:his dismissal of early Presidential 
elections.'e  Core refcérm allies decried the "dictatorial" prescription of the-submitted 
constitution, and insisted that, even if passed, it must bFe amended, 

Yeitsin retained control of national television. Favouritism was blatant: the Gaidar-led 
Russia's Choice prF>Yeltsin ftshock.therapyn reform party V,'a 'g iven ten times the expo sure 

 of ariy cither during the first twelve days of the campaign Gaidar was given 144  rimes more 
air tirne than GrigorY YavlinSky, leader of the dissident reform Yavliiislo[Bordyrev-Lukin, 
or Yabloka bloc (Lukin resigned his Washington - ambassadorship in the run-up to Yeltsin's 
September  coup) , 14' In fact the void left by Rutskoi's incarceration had been filled: even a 
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post-election pro-reform majority, if it could be assembled, would clearly be closer to 
Rutskoi's prescription than to Yeltsin's. Any consequent pro-reform government would 
perforce demand amendments similar to those championed by Rutskoi. 

The ultimate irony, perhaps, was the fact that constitutional passage (during the campaign the 
"goalposts" moved in response to  polis  suggesting widespread apathy, from necessary 
approval by a majority of voters to approval by 50% plus one of a voting minimum of just 
half of the electorate) would be secured by voters who otherwise supported 
Communist/nationalist and conservative anti-Yeltsin parties. On election day, 12 December, 
a CNN exit poll suggested only 37 percent would have supported Yeltsin for President; 
Yeltsin's office announced he would avail himself of the new constitution's provision that he 
serve out his original term—there would be no early Presidential election. 150  

By January 1994, after the first sessions of the new Duma, it was clear that the faster-reform 
concensus was no longer sustainable. Yeltsin embraced Chernomyrdin's move back to the 
slower-reform prescription of late 1992; Gaidar again left the government, as did its other 
"monetarist" Champion, Finance Minister Boris Fedorov. 151  Shock therapy might or might 
not be economically optimal; it was clearly not politically viable. The new-old prescription 
was essentially Gorbachevian, and Rustskoian; its defining Russia First (and Larger Russia) 
parameters were quintessentially Rutskoian. 

Aggrandized by au apparently aggrandized Presidency, Yeltsin was diminished, for he could 
scarcely smear "his" Parliament as he had smeared its predecessor. His new Parliamentary 
dismissal prerogative was emasculated by the likelihood that its early exercise would result in 
even harsher voter back-lash. He was, in fact, more beholden than before. 

On January 30th the Duma elections were reprised in Crimea. A Russian secessionist swept 
to the Presidency, crushing his pro-Kiev opponent--and hostile media coverage. 152 

Sentiment in Eastern Ukraine (promised a Spring poll) had followed a parallel momentum 
since the Surnmer strikes. Theirs were Russian and Russified populations that clearly fell 
within the Yeltsin-sanctioned "protection" mandate of Russia's new defence doctrine (see also 
below).. 

Arms and Society; course set?.  Of the boyars who secured Yeltsin's victory, none was 
more important than the Army, the final arbiter of the 3-4 October showdown, and now the 
country's only real arbiter. And it emerged thus in a context that was unique to Russian 
history. Through Tsarist and Soviet times it had as previously described been inteerated into 
larger composite leaderships, through ties of organization and family. Now the Party which 
had defined that integration for nearly three quarters of a century was gone. The successor 
structure of elected legislative authority and oversight bodies was an early casualty of the 
War of Decrees, succeeded only by the personal conclaves between Yeltsin and Minister (and 
Defence Collegium; see below). The Presidency as primary oversight authority was integral 
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to the December 1993 constitution. Yet Yeltsin commanded neither the administrative nor 
political cadres needed to effect new integrative and supervisory structures. 

More extraordinary still, the Army's unprecedented authority and independence was achieved 
through only minimal exposure to and responsibility for the coup's bloody denouement. 
Indeed, the Army's official posture had been one of institutional "neutrality" (as was that of 
the Church). It was a posture dictated by the absolute concern to maintain Army unity; 
Rutskoi still had supporters. Grachev provided decisive personal support to Yeltsin. And the 
Army's neutrality was clearly benevolent to Yeltsin's course, in that it did not take contrary 
action. But the troops involved in the eye-to-eye  carnage  at Ostankino and the White House 
were of the Ministries of the Interior and Security--the limited and select support provided by 
the Army was decisive, yet it was at one remove.' The Army as such was remarkably 
untainted. Thus it not only emerged as the ultirnate arbiter of the nation's fate; it did so with 
a surprisingly strong claim to non-partisanship. 

That claim was further strengthened by post-coup suggestions, first by Yeltsin aid (General) 
Dmitrii Volkogonov and later by Yeltsin himself, that Grachev had in fact been reluctant to 
intervene against Parliament—perhaps out of "fear that others in the military leadership would 
not stand behind him"--; ''in the event, according to Yeltsin, the military leadership as a 
whole proved more reliable than the Defence Minister".' Since Grachev was not asked to 
resien, and did not, one might surmise that the suggestions were in fact designed to 'de-taint' 
him But if that was their purpose, their consequence clearly reinforced the image and reality 
of non-partisanship. 

The worst case spectre Latin-Americanization suggested by pre-coup socio-economic 
dynamics and the attendant post-coup possibility of Caesarism was perhaps a less likely 
scenario. On the one hand, the socio-economic understanding that secured sufficient Centre 
support for the coup to proceed, was sympathetic to Yeltsin's fast-reform agenda, yet did 
also assuage the Centre's primary concerns. On the other hand, the Army clearly remained 
preoccupied by the continuing problems of transition and transformation , and focused on the 
task of modernization.' Its officer corps, freed from the ties that bound them to society, 
remained bound to the culture that decreed such ties. 

Yeltsin was clearly beholden, and acknowledged this in his post-coup declaration of 
immediate priority to the task of ratifying the new defence doctrine. The gap between Yeltsin 
promises (including a coup-timed doubline of officer salaries) and actual govenunent largesse 
would be bridged. 156  Yet military leaders were fully cognizant of economic realities—the 
backlog of housing and social costs associated with still continuing withdrawal (from 
Germany) and contraction dynamics, and wage and alternative employment allure pressure on 
the leadership's determination to save and develop high tech potential.' 

This led to acceptance of prospects for an even smaller Armed Forces structure, but with 
concomitant stress on hieher quality. This in tum meant higher-quality draftees (increasingly 
unlikely, in view of draft dodging's social acceptability) or faster conversion to all-volunteer 
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troops, The latter proceeded and accelerated—in part because of the success of an appeal for 
female applicantsdrawn not juSt to the medical sérviées, bnt also to non-traditional areas 
such as air defence (causing some male back-lall). 15' By Summer 1993 Grachey was 
foreseeing an all-volunteet elite force of just 1  trillion .m The conscription umkilical cord 
to soCiety at large was. geyered, 

The new doCtrine, when formalized, Mitièred 1992s draft .: tous azimuths  preparedness; 
threats against the rights.and interests of Russians in the Near Abroad were explicitly listed 
as warranting Army resPonse, as werb outside efforts to interfere in Russia's internal affairs 
and attacks on Russian military installations on foreign territory; first use of nuclear weapons 
was sanctioned against nuclear weapon states (thiS clause', which Mirrored  long-standing 
NATO policy, was also a vrrake-up call to Kiev); offensive operations were'Rh.ren a formal. 
green - light; the  restriction on arrned forces manning Was rescinded.' AfghantSy prièritieS 
had received-across-the-board approval, plus m :arkers for a less einanqey strap/el future 
(viz  the final point). 

MeanWhile >  «sjpcio-econornic circurnstarice alsè accelerated the Army's move away from past 
divisional and service structures. Armies .and Divisions would be replaced by Corps  and 

 _Brigades (thus çcFncluding one debate). Qld service divisions would be transcended, "Joint 
Commands' were created in the Par Fast and the now amalgamated Siberian and Transbaikal 
Military Districts', with their Commanders given Depnty Minister status and incite 
independence-signaliing a move-away, from the strict central control of past tradition and 
prattice. Grachév had heralded the, Change in.Jannary, when he  called for réyaniping Old MD 
structures: 

"Instead.,.it would be adVisable to set up four -to six armed forces With geograPhit 
designation -(for example Western, 'Central; North Caucasus> , Volga-Ural, Siberian and 
Far Eastern strategic.commands)...military districts that exist_ ,could be  transi onned 
irao mobilization districts", [15e  

The North Caucasus received priority attention, reflecting  the Alfghantsy's primary threat 
spectres—against, through.or from Russia's . Caucasian and South Central Asian 
underbelly.' Integrating (also) Côssack fOrrnations, Border Troops and Interior Ministry 
units, it was strengthened by art airborne division, two airhorne and three motorized rifle 
brigades, air transport  and  combat  forces, and parts °Nile old Nineteendi Independent Air 
Defence tibriny.' 6  

A new Service-equivalent (and probably also Deputy Minister) Mobile Forces 'Command 
integrated aeromobile, air mobile  potential and reiated ferceS, and high:readinesS ground 
components; it was subdivided into an Immediate Reaction Force, with parts siàted  for North 
Caucasus service, and a somewhat "heavier' gape Deployment Force.' To this was 
added a specially designated elite Peacekeeping division, With a regiment in Moldova„ and a 
battalicFn in Ossetia, (65 



Traditionalists like GrOund Forces Commander Vladimir Semenov :opposed the 'bleeding dry 
of the other services and branches  of the.  :armed force's'', and argued the continuing relevance 
of older structures and cOmbined . operatioriS„cOncepts. But the.eghantsy's more 
decentralized, more flexible, more .MObile and higher-teth  prescription for future war 
prevailed. 

The  prescription  dictated maintenance of rriflitary-research and development; increased 
"sinarti' weapdris production and  more  soPhistIcatecl command, control i  conirriunicatiOns and 
intelligence systems.' 67  

The prescription's primary immediate concein, to combat southern threars--ie fundamentalist 
cernented ninth-improved:relations with China; Beijing's ,conCerns,about Islamic 

resurgence in Sinkiang led to vigorous - support for a Russian posture that would protect-and 
< Et cure à secUlar buffer. Russian :Chinese military cooperation, Signalled also by a,rapidly 
expanding Cninese  market  for Russian arms exports and joint-development ventures, was 
most startlingly Siitnmarized by the sig,ningfof a five-year Military edoperation agreenient, 
and Gra•hev's 11 /roverriber commentary that 'the two countries hoped to restore the close 
ties that had once united the Soviet Union and China' (though a forma alliance was not 
envisioried).' 6  

The Arrny's Near Abroad agenda was in fact remarkably, successful. The Moldovati 
intervention  model of 1.992 (surgical intervention, direct  or indirect, tO check'anti-Ru-sian 
dynamics and establish pro-Russian players, with generally arms-length follow-up limited to 
thabieeded-fto perpetuate à now.rtnpre dependent status quo) -was successfull) repeated 
through the southern conflict regions.  hi  Tajikistan Russian forces provided just sufficient 
logistic and special forces aid to defeat the insurrectionist democraticisiamicist government, 
then limited subsequent involvement to sealing the Tajik/Afghan border,'after Abkhazia was 
given sufficient .support to  den'  Georgian contrcFI, RuSsian 'protection" of rail lines and port 
facilities saved Tbilisi from defeat at the bands of ex-Presiderit Garnsbkhurdia's rebels,. and 
brought Georgia'into the ÇIS; conbomitantiy, Moscow's successful, pre-motive denial to 
Turkish arid Iranian intervention suggestions, conibined with continuing Armenian NaRorno-
Karahach military success (5,,vith ex-Soviet arms  and  at . least  sortie  covert  Rus  sian  support)  
and Turkish military instructorS' failure to turn thé tide, brought Azerbaijan also into the 
CIS-the price for Russian aid sufficient to blunt, though not [yet] reverse Armenian 
gain. 169  The  principle of <a Russian secUrity zone, thbugh withoutrmpire's atteridant.costs 
of social and:political responsibility was established Whether the low cost 'Central 
Amerieaniiation: formula could be -pemelnated was another matter; the sophisticated' real- 
pélitilc balancing, that bought  t would need constant attending, and that in turn would require 
a consistency of purpose,and a degree,of socio-éconornic home stability that could not be' . 

 presumed. 
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TheRussian state's pre and post-coup  acceptance of the AfÉh?ntsy prescription, the now 
positive procurement trend and new funding prospects atigured well for continuing Anny 
transformation. and 'reform. 17e But  the.questiPu of a new, viable social  compact is -clearly 
tied to still-uncertairt prospects. for stabilitY - and legitimacy folloWing the December 1993 
elections, and to:the socioeconomic success_ of the newiold>.  economic reform -prescriptibn, If 
state structures fail to stipport and'finance, the Spectre Cif Caesarisrti (and the Freilcôrps 
implications of independent, extra-legal ftmding) may find new convens. 
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